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Objectives & contents of this document
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Objectives

We are all experiencing unprecedented uncertainty, and we 

recognize people are anxious and concerned about the 

wellbeing of their community and colleagues. We also 

realize, professionally, that we are all learning to navigate 

this world with new working norms

In the spirit of sharing some of the lessons learned, we 

have compiled a perspective on how to rapidly support field 

reps as they transition into an effective “remote” sales 

force, adopting new skills and behaviors

This document provides our emerging 

perspective on:

 An agile sales “command center” to streamline 

decision making & enable agility

 7 best practices for field sales reps working 

remotely

 A checklist of short- and medium-term actions 

for sales leaders to take

Contents
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What we are hearing from clients around the world
Sales leaders face a number of challenges in coming weeks

How are my teammates and families 

doing? How can I help?

How should I approach 

compensation or commissions? 

Does my sales force have the skills 

to sell remotely? How do we coach, 

build community, measure success?

What should I do with extra 

‘windshield time’? Is it OK to reach 

out to prospects?

How should I adjust my hiring 

strategy? 

Frontline

As an organization, are we set-up 

to work remotely? How do we keep 

morale high? 

Should I rebalance resources? 

How? 

Should I delay planned 

investments in sales automation, rep 

skill building, etc.?

Is there a new business opportunity 

created by the current situation? 

Where do I have pockets of sales 

capacity and how do I repurpose it? 

Corporate

What are my customers going 

through and how can we help them? 

What is the new model to engage my 

customers? 

How can I keep serving customers? 

What will be my policy for customers 

that can no longer pay?

What new customers will be 

interacting with us remotely in the 

current environment and how do we 

create the digital solutions for them?

Customers

Updated March 20
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Our experience in dealing with crises leads us to believe this will 
unfold in 4 phases…

Updated March 20

Immediately

Keeping people safe 

and minimum viable 

operations running 

(i.e., sales forces 

continuing to operate)

~6-12 months out

Building the capabilities 

to recover quickly as the 

world is on path to 

healing from the crisis 

(i.e., social elements 

improve, but economic 

challenges remain)

Next 2-6 months

Improving operations 

and performance in the 

near-term reality (e.g., 

entire sales centers 

working from home, 

sharing practices across 

sales teams)

~1-2 years out

Looking ahead ~2 years 

from now with the crisis 

potentially behind us, 

how organizations 

and people will 

behave differently

Phase 1 Phase 3Phase 2 Phase 4

Focus of this document
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A sales “command center” will streamline decision-making & 
enable agility
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Command 

center for sales 

response 

Sales Ops / IT 
(sales tech)

Sales Leader
(has decision 

authority)

Sales Finance

Liaison to 
other command 

centers (as 
needed)

MarComms

HR liaison

Command 
center 
lead

Objectives

Triage unexpected issues in real 

time

Increase decision-making speed

Provide clarity across the 

organization

Ensure dependencies are 

addressed for any changes

Activities

Meet daily at a pre-set time

Include all relevant stakeholders 

Follow a structured agenda, using 

data to track progress

Establish clear action items at the 

end of the meeting

Drive accountability against those 

action items

Role responsibilities

Command center lead

Set agenda, remove roadblocks, drive 

accountability; able to navigate the org

Sales Leader

Take decisions regarding sales strategy, 

operations; communicate to sales

MarComms

Ensure ‘one voice’ on messaging to reps & 

customers; adjust sales assets as needed

Sales Ops/ IT

Remove IT roadblocks; run analyses

Sales Finance

Review scenarios; sole owner of numbers

HR 

Provide a perspective on policy

Liaison to other Command centers

Connect with leaders of other Command 

centers (i.e., service/field ops) - can “dual 

hat”
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7 best practices 
for field sales 
working 
remotely
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Foster a coaching culture adapted to remote work – frequent rep / manager 1:1, catch-ups 

with account teams, “virtual ride-along” and dedicated coaching sessions
5

Put in place regular cadences (beyond forecast calls) that provide performance visibility; 

establish a rhythm of the business to recapture lost ‘windshield time’ for prospecting

3

Build community. Assume this may persist longer than expected, and plan engaging virtual 

versions of activities like sales kick-off, trainings, team building
6

Create workforce resilience and flexibility – plan how to cover open territories, create 

redundancy for key technical resources (SE) & critical deals (e.g., inside rep teaming)
7

Establish norms for customer meetings that maximize relationship-building and continuity 

against concrete outcomes and objectives
2

Ensure current technology meets baseline requirements, then adopt a full suite of digital 

tools and customer-shareable assets to facilitate customer intimacy and effective co-creation 
1

Create a single source of truth across process and data, and rapidly triage next three months 

of pipeline. Reward CRM usage – now is the time to drive adoption! 

4
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Checklist of immediate and medium-term actions for sales leaders
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Objective

1. Ensure technology stack meets 

baseline needs

5. Foster a coaching culture

6. Build community

7. Create workforce resilience and 

flexibility

2. Establish & communicate new 

norms with customers

Short-term (1-2 weeks)

❑ Adopt digital tools for remote collaboration

❑ Ensure laptop & CRM access for all reps

❑ Establish basic performance management tools

❑ Identify remote alternatives to current coaching 

actions (e.g., virtual ride-along, video “shout-out”)

❑ Name 1-2 “connectivity champions” per region/geo

❑ Allocate resources for “remote team building”

❑ Make a list of high-priority deals & assign “buddies” 

for critical skills (e.g., SEs for highly technical deals, 

inside sales shadowing deals in high-risk regions)

❑ Communicate temporary changes to customers 

❑ Build ‘101 guide’ for reps on remote communication 

best practices (e.g., video-first, how to build rapport)

Medium-term (3 weeks to 3 months)

❑ Digitize high-priority sales collateral / demos

❑ Optimize CRM platform & drive adoption

❑ Consider provisioning licenses to inside sales tech

4. Put in place regular cadences ❑ Establish daily morning check-ins (rep/manager)

❑ Conduct weekly 1:1 & team meetings (rep/manager)

❑ Repurpose “windshield time” for dedicated campaigns 

(e.g., prospecting, cross-selling and win-backs)

3. Create a single source of truth ❑ Triage & update pipeline closing in next ~3 months

❑ Rapidly build leading indicator KPI visibility (in Excel if 

needed) to compare to baseline & track for next 3 mo.

❑ Re-train on CRM (e.g., on-demand / office hours) and 

drive to 100% field adoption

❑ ‘Hold the line’ on standard sales process (e.g., QTC)

❑ Revise training curriculum for remote delivery

❑ Fully adapt coaching practices to remote model

❑ Identify “culture carrier” events in next ~3 months 

(e.g., sales kick off) and plan for remote delivery

❑ Address sales comp head-on – plan & communicate

❑ Cross-train technical sales teams

❑ Ensure executive communication to key customers

❑ Build training content to refine new interaction method 

(e.g., “building rapport on video”)


